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Wooster, 4 Others, Leave Q,A.C
Nichols, Nye,
Others React
BY R.W. M. M0RR1SSEY
: In spite of recent remarks made
by some officials of the Ohio Athlet-
ic Conference that the formation of
a new athletic league by Wooster
and six other regional schools was
"elitist," President Henry Cope-lan- d
said that there are no "ill--
A.1l- -t Va4wam fsv44wit Alia AV
presidents.
In remarks to staff members of
The Wooster Voice last Sunday.
Copeland said, "I think it's a mis-
take to make too much of the new
conference. The presidents have
spent months discussing this, and I
have personally been in touch with'
the presidents of institutions" not
in the new conference.
Despite Copeland's remarks, offi-
cials from other schools, who re-
quested anonymity, said they be-
lieved the move, to form a new
conference by Wooster, Allegheny.
Case Western Reserve. Kenyon,
Oberlin and Ohio Wesley an was
- ate an elite conference." ,"
''r Sneaking in Cleveland last Mod
day. Wooster's Men's Athletic Di-
rector said in response to a ques-
tion about dissatisfaction with
schools not in the new league,
"Some schools may resent another
school leaving the (OAC). But these
statements do not bother me.
What's important is what is in the
best interest of the institutions in-
volved."Continued on Page 5
Barrigan, Author,
Peace Activist,
To Lecture
Daniel Berrigan, peace activist
and author, will discuss ."Being
Poor In Spirit: Spirituality, life-
style and Peacemaking" Tuesday
at 1:15 p.m. in Wishart Hall at The
College of Wooster.
There will be an admission
charge for the talk, which is spon-
sored by the Wooster Clergy Acade-
my of Religion.
Berrigan. along with his brother
Philip, are outspoken social critics
and strong supporters of the civil
rights and anti-w-ar movements.
,f ism .t mmhn of the
Plowshare 8, the Berrlgans and six
other people entered a General
Electric plant in King of Prussia.
Pa., where they smashed the nose-con- es
of nuclear weapons and
poured vials of their own blood oniaMMa SlnarfntT hvmnf andiftwvwHMv. "'-o'- -aprayers, they awaited their arrest
The Berrlgans and two co-defenda- nts
were sentenced to three-to-1- 0
years in prison, in a case currently
under appeal. ' -- v.-
Berrigan, an ordained. Jesuit
priest, taught in Jesuit preparatory
schools in Jersey City and Brooklyn
' before becoming a professor
dogmatic-theolog- y at LeMoyne Coir
lege in Syracuse, . . ,
4
President Henry Copeland, pictured here in his Galpin Office,
announced earlier this week that Wooster would be leaving
the Ohio Athletic Conference. Wooster, a member of the OAC
since 1907, Joined with six other regional schools in forming a
new athletic conference. Photo by Michael Veloff .
Korn Discusses Sociobiology
At Wednesday Convoca tion
BY KAREN SAPIO
Dr.. Fred Korn, member of the
Phiiosanhv DeDartment at The Col
lege of Wooster, gave a lecture at
Wednesday's convocation enuueu,
"Moralists Meet Cannibals in the
Soup of Relativism."
"Imagine," said Korn. "a tribe of
Cannibals' cooking an unfortunate
outsider." In this situation the out-
rider is morallT outraged whilethe
cannibals are not This brings rela
tivism nome to tne cook in a very
uncomfortable way. If she is a
relativist, she cannot, protest for
she must accept the cannibals'
morality as equally valid with her
own. If, however, she were not a
relativist, she might attempt to
quickly convert the cannibals" to
her own morality. But to Je con-
vinced that 4heir own morality is
invalid, the cannibals will require
an objective, neutral argument, r '
According to Korn, this demand
for objectivity in moral judgments
is not limited to cannibals; it is the
received opinion in moral philoso-
phy. Declared Korn. "If we cannot
prove one morality better than
another, we are aU caught in the
soup of relativism."
Korn states that Plato offered us
a way out of this soup over 2,000
years ago in bis studies of human
nature. However, for the past sev-
eral centuries the idea of a human
nature has mostly been discredited.
In recent years, though.- - biological
data has brought us back to this
Idea, and many have tried to apply
biology to the social sciences.
. One such attempt, explains Korn.
has been the discipline of sociobiol-
ogy. This attempts to explain ev-
erything through evolution,' and
Continued on Page I .
New Athletic Conference
Seeks 'Balanced Programs9
By TIMOTHY E. SPENCE
CLEVELAND In an effort to
establish "a balanced athletic pro-
gram for both men and women,"
President Henry Copeland, along
with presidents of six other region-
al institutions, announced the for-
mation of a new athletic conference
last Monday. Feb. 21.
Wooster, as well as Denison,
Kenyon, Oberlin and Ohio Wesley--
Additional inform m tion on the for-
mation of the new athletic confer-
ence appear on Page 5.
an, announced that they would
leave the 80-year-- old Ohio Athletic
Conference to join with Case West-
ern Reserve University and Alle-
gheny College, former members of
the Presidents Athletic Conference,
in establishing an as yet unnamed
athletic conference.
Speaking at a press conference
here. Case Western President
David Ragone said, "We are-- all
schools of comparable academic
Drinan Stresses
Latin American
Concerns Tues.
By IAN HARTRICK
Robert Drinan, SJ, Morris Lec-
turer for 1983, surveyed Latin
American history. Church affairs
and the U.S. role in LatinAmerica
in bis presentation entitled, "The
Reagan Administration in Central
America" Tuesday evening.
Father Drinan, an attorney, a
former Representative (D.-Mas- s.)
for a decade, author of five books
and current president of the Ameri-
cans for Democratic Action, be-
lieves the Latin American question
to be one of the "great moral
concerns of our time."
In bis visits to South and Central
America Father Drinan was struck
by the abject poverty and inequali-
ty rnmmnn in the rerion. Less than
10 of the population holds one--
third of the weaitn wnue me poor-
est one-quar- ter slip deeper into
grinding poverty. U.S. exploitation
of resources has hampered local
development Heavy foreign debt to
finance development forces many
nations to run export economies,
emphasizing cash crops over food.
The political stability that is a
condition for. such loans contributes
to ?hig tendencies toward re-
pressive government. Latin Amer-
ica has 17,000 political prisoners
and 30,000 more people "missing."
The role of the Church in the past
has been to support the status quo.
From the time of Independence in
the 18th century the Church and
ruling oligarchic elites have had a
close relationship. This was in spite
of a traditional .Catholic ppppsitoii
- Continued on Page t v
and athletic excellence, and feel
that the new league will be a strong
addition to intercouegiaie sporu.
Rinnc. with Cooeland and Ober
lin College Acting President James
L. Powell at his side, said that the
new conference is "the first, we
believe, created with equal provi
sions for women s ana men s pro-
grams."
Athletic competition will begin
under the new league in ISM.
According to Ragone, the move
to organize a league separate from
the OAC was prompted by the need
to "emphasize amateurism in col-
lege athletics, and access of college
intercollegiate programs to stu-
dents on the campus in general We
believe this new conference will do
that"
Copeland, speaking in his Galpin
office last Sunday, said that a
Wed., Feb. 18, decision to organize
a new conference was predicated
on the "commonality of academic
aspirations" of the seven schools,
the common commitment that the
schools have "to women's athletics
and a balanced athletic program,"
and to the "geography and geo-
graphic proximity" of the schools.
"I want to emphasize that it's not
out of dissatisfaction with the OAC,
but rather the programs for the
women and men by which we made
our decision." Copeland said.
Asked what he considered to be
the key reasons for withdrawing
from the OAC. Copeland said that
"for Wooster. the principal attrac-
tion was what lay ahead, rather
than any dissatisfaction with the
past"
Additionally, Copeland said that
the move to the new conference
was prompted by the emergence of
women's athletics. "We've seen our
Continued on Page 5
Voice Editorship
Applicants Sought
Applications for editor of The
Wooster Voice for the 1983-8- 4 aca-
demic year are now being accept-
ed. '
.
Students interested in applying
for the position must submit a
letter of application, biography,
and at least two letters of recom-
mendation to Dr. Glenn R. Bucher,
Chairman. Publications Commit-
tee. The College of Wooster. Appli-
cations' and other materials must
be submitted to The Publications
Committee - belore the end of .
classes. Friday. March 11. 1283.
Selections for editor will be made-a- t
the beginning of the spring
quarter. Term of office begins in
September."
. Questions or inquiries should be --
addressed to Dr. Bucher, or to
Timothy ' E. Spence. Editor, The
Wooster Voiee. 7 V, v :
Page 2
THE WOOSTER VOICE
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ANCSLA A. ADAMS
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Associate
J02N1LEXAN0
Business Mgr.
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in-Chief
The Rebuke Of Adelman
That the Senate Foreign Relations Committee hedged on
President Reagan's nomination of Kenneth Adelman to head the
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency was a rebuke for both the
President and for the 36-year-- old Deputy U.N. Ambassador. The
Senate's suggestion prompted by criticism from Republican
Senator Charles Percy of Illinois that Adelman was "against arms
control" was one of the most ludicrous decrees of the Senate in
recent memory.
Rather than being "against arms control." Mr. Adelman reflects
a realism about arms reduction and disarmament which is more
than consistent with the thinking of the . Administration. ' More
significantly. Mr. Adelman's thinking is intellectually oriented, and
rooted in a knowledge of how unsuccessful an entire generation of
arms control treaties have been.
Mr. Adelman is just the person needed at ACDA: he is strong-wille- d
in his belief that before America can negotiate arms
reduction, she must have the understanding of the Soviets that they
will not manipulate treaties as they did in the 1970s with the Strategic
Arms Limitation Treaties. More importantly, he recognizes that the
only way to gain Soviet understanding is by letting them know that
the West is capable of responding to any threat the Soviets may
impose.
The brickbat most used agaiist Mr. Adelman by the Foreign
Relations Committee and the media is that he is ideologically averse
to arms control. This stems from Mr. Adelman's opposition to
President Carter's SALT II treaty, which Mr. Adelman, a former
consultant at the Stanford Research Institution, believed gave the
Soviets an edge in nuclear strength. He also attacked the treaty
because it failed to "encompass those (weapons) based in or
targeting Western Europe."
Those are not the words of a man who opposed arms treaties or
reductions; rather, they are the words of a man who has been able to
understand that the Soviet's greatest proliferation came during the
SALT years. Mr. Adelman, far more insightful than Senator Percy
and his colleagues on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, wrote
five years ago in a Wall Street Journal article that "stable U.S.-
Soviet truce based on mutual distrust is preferable to aberrations of
friendship accompanied by unsavory political and military Soviet
conduct"
Mr. Adelman, who combines a knowledge of the Soviet threat
and a belief in all-encompas- sing arms control consistent with the
Reagan Administration, deserves not rebuke but support from Mr.
Percy and his Foreign Relations Committee. With key negotiations
taking place with the Soviet Union on the subject of armaments
reduction, this is no time for aloof Senators, to be holding the strings
of the administration in its appointment of a director for the ACDA.
Timothy E. Spence
Computer Madness
It would appear that due to poor planning the College of Wooster
has initiated an experiment to see if it is possible to teach computer
science without hands-o- n use. The experiment began over a year ago
when computer time, as predicted by the administration, became in
great demand. The problem is a simple one: too few machines, or as
the bureaucracy prefers to state it, too many users. In either case,
the problem has become progressively worse.
The systems (Terak micro computers) currently in use were
purchased in the early seventies. The problem is not the age of the
hardware but rather the number of available terminals, which is
presently nine. Each unit is available to students about 90 hours per
week or 810 user hours per week on all machines. There are now 118
students enrolled in the four computer science courses being offered.
In theory, there would be enough time for students to do the required
work. But this is not the case.
Students from every department of this institution, use the
computer system for tasks varying from mathematical computation-t- o
word processing. Many juniors and seniors use the primitive text
editor to write and rewrite I.S., not to mention the masses of essays,
short papers, and letters written by all members of the college
community.
Sign-u- p lists for the use of the nine available terminals are
posted at 1 p.m. each Thursday. The sheets allow each student to
sign up for two hours a day. allowing as few as 63 students to
monopolise the entire system. The computer center has become a
mob scene every Thursday, with, hundreds of eager students awaiting
Continued on Page S - '
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CPS XNSffl THE ACTUALLY WftHt US TO Eftff
Lack Of Re-Orientati- on
Is Subject Of Concern
Dear Internationalist.
During spring quarter of 1981 I
was in Paris, France, on the Alli
ance Francaise off-camp- us pro
gram. When the program ended in
May a friend (who bad been on
Wooster's Pella program) and I
traveled in Europe. While riding
the SNCF with our Bureau passes
we engaged ourselves in many
conversations.
My friend and I found ourselves
continually debating the College's
role in Wooster's off-camp- us pro-
grams. Unfortunately, we both
found ourselves debating the same
side of the Issue: specifically, we
were concerned that Wooster
strongly promoted the idea of stu
dents going off-camp-us for a quart-
er or a year, but once the student
decided to do so. heshe was "for-
gotten" before leaving campus,
while off campus and after return-
ing to campus.
To clarify, once I decided to go
on the Alliance program, I was not
informed that I might wish to apply
for fall housing before leaving cam-
pus (especially if I wanted to live
in a program dorm upon returning
in the fall) or that I might wish to
speak with the Registrar about
preregistering for fall quarter.
And, once off campus, I was "for-
gotten" in that I did not hear one
word from the College. Also, when
I returned, there were no reorienta-
tion sessions.
My friend and I returned to
Wooster with many suggestions ...
things we would have liked to have
had when we were going off-camp- us
... such as informing people
about the possibility of applying to
a dormitory before leaving, the
possibility of speaking with the
Registrar about specific course
andor scheduling conflicts for thequarter following the one off cam-pa- s,
getting the white off-camp-us
form out of the Dean's Office,
sending a .newsletter to off-camp-us
students concerning events on cam-
pus, asking students if they are
willing to pay to receive the . Voice
each week, and getting someone
who knows off-camp-us programs
well to be able to inform students
about them.
We. spoke with the Former Direc-
tor of International Programs
about our concerns and solutions,
who informed us that all our prob-
lems had been solved because the
administration had just hired a
one-ha-lf time administrative intern
to help- - with students going off
campus. I spoke with the intern at
length during that first quarter
back on campus and was pleased
with our conversation. It was six
months later, however, when I
Additional letters and opinions
regarding the international expert-- .
ence at Wooster appear on Page 4.
found out just how much of our
exciting discussion actually had
been implemented. That is. when I
applied to go off-camp- us again, on
the business Intern program. I ran
up against the same problems that
I had had while in France.
This spring I will once more
brave the big world and head east
... to the Middle East. And, again. I
will face much of the "forgotten-ness- "
I faced while in France and
in the Business Intern program. I
am prepared for the problems
which exist in .the system from
experience, but it is for those other
people who will go off-camp-us for
the first time that I propose the
following major reforms in Woo-
ster's off-camp- us program system:
1) Separate the off-camp-us pro-
grams office from the office of the
Foreign Student Adviser, since the
positions are completely separatejobs, each demanding a full-tim- e
coordinator. There is just too much
information for both to be con-
tained within 8x12 walls.
2) Once the office is separated,
make this ' new --place-' .the place .
where people go to get information
TO5 StUff.TOOrJ
about, and to do all paperwork on,
off-canfp-ua programs. By this. I do
not mean taking programs out of
departments, but rather taking
things such as the white off-camp- us
form out of the Dean's office and
placing them in this new office.
3) Make a list readily available
for students which answers com-
mon questions about Wooster pro-
grams such as. What programs are
available to me as a student want-Continu- ed
on Page 3
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Digest
Compiled by Chris Lose
" GAUHATU. INDIA Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi toured the
northeastern state of Assam, fol-
lowing the massacre of Moslem
immigrants from Bangladesh by
Hindu tribesmen, led by the Hindu
Assamese Movement, composed
mainly of students. . Estimates of
the death toll range from 600 to
1.000. The massacre was touched
off by the state elections, opposed
. 'by the Hindus. Denouncing - the
agitators Gandhi said "they had no
right to take the law into their
hands." Meanwhile,- - in Parliament
opposition leaders criticized her for
insisting that the elections go on as
scheduled, despite opposition.
ABU DHABI, UNITED ARAB
EMPIRATES Oil ministers from
six Persian Gulf nations are to
-- meet in Saudi Arabia to attempt to
forge a common oil strategy and
head off a price war which has
been lowering oil prices, reports
said. Nigeria has lowered prices by
$5.50 a barrel, which forced other
- nations to lower. Reports from
leading Saudi papers say that the
council were considering price cuts
of between 15.50 and $7 a barrel.
WASHINGTON President Rea-
gan pledged to secure Israel's bor-
der if Israel will withdraw all
troops from Lebanon. Reagan
promised "all necessary mea-
sures" to protect Israel's northern
border in a speech to the American
Legion, in an attempt to break the
deadlock in the peace conferences.
U.S. officials said this offer would
probably require additional U.S.
forces.
WASHINGTON A bffl was
'"introduced in Congress to remove
-- the ' EPA from direct presidential,
control, while House Republicans
urged the President to appoint
someone "who will inspire the pub-
lic trust" to head the EPA's toxic-was- te
program. Meanwhile, Senate
panels are investigating allegations
made against the agency. Comput-
er discs containing information rel-
evant on the EPA hearings are
missing or were erased,; EPA offi-
cials reported. These discs were
said to contain information on the
toxic-was- te program.- - -
ST. PAUL Walter Mandate
announced his candidacy for the
Democratic Presidential nomina-
tion Monday. The former Vice-Preside- nt
said "I know myself; I
am ready. I am ready to be Presi-de- nt
of the United States," Mondale
enjoys a wide lead in the polls over
other partymembers. -
WASHINGTON' A House panel
.
left the Social Security rescue plan
proposed .by a Reagan appointed
bipartisan committee largely in-
tact. The plan calls for major tax
increases and a cutback in benefit
growth. This is designed to keep
the system solvent through the next
75 years. The panel is also faced
with a proposal to borrow funds
from the Treasury in case the plan
proves inadequate.
JERUSALEM Ariel Sharon,
the former Israeli Defense Minis-
ter, was formally reinstated Sun-
day to a policy-makin- g position
concerning Lebanon. He returns to
the committee guiding the Israeli
negotiating talks with Lebanon. Op-
position leaders immediately pro-
tested the move, and U.S. officials
blame Sharon as being partly re-
sponsible for the tough negotiating
stance that Israel is taking on troop
withdrawals
. ' ContmuedonPM.4 ;
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The Soviet Union, obviously
enough, near-defi- es the memory
and theories of Karl Marx. His
likeness appears on the masthead
of PrardM, the State-ru- n newspa-
per, busts and statues of him are as
common as busts and statues of
Lenin (frequently appearing togeth-
er), and Marxist theory is hailed by
the Soviet government as the ideol-
ogical "savior of the oppressed."
Unfortunately, the Soviet govern-
ment pays more homage to the
memory of Karl Marx than they do
to the principles that he developed.
V.L Lenin, (also hailed as a
savior of the people) took Marx's
theories (written to apply to a
modern industrial nation Marx
believed that the Revolution would
happen there first) and found that
he had to adjust them somewhat so
that they would be applicable to an
undeveloped agrarian society.
Thus; he added to and 'otherwise
twisted the theories of Marx so that
"Marxism" now condoned the ex-
istence of an elite rulership. This
"vanguard" of the people (as Lenin
termed it) would step aside and
allow the people to rule themselves,
once they were judged ready to do
so.
Sixty-fiv- e years later, after Sta-- V
lin. World War U, Krushchev, and
Brezhnev, the people are still "un-
fit to rule themselves." The USSR
and the Warsaw Pact nations are
still under the rule of Leninism.
China is just now extricating itself
from the bonds of LeninistMaoist
rule, and has begun experimenting
with Marx again by giving the
workers some sayln the manage-
ment of their companies and a
share in their profits and have
met with incredible success.
Unfortunately for the Russian
citizens, the Kremlin is not so
enlightened. Dictatorship by the
elite continues under Andropov,
and will likely continue until there
is another revolution in Russia. ,
Soviet
Twisted
Marxism
Daniel J. Sikorski
What Marx proposed was ruler-shi-p
directly by the people, with no
class of elites to usurp power for
the masses. He would likely con-
demn the US for allowing the rich
to form a political elite which
controls our government He would
also likely condemn the Soviet Un-
ion for not only having such an
elite, but for having created it out
of nothing after the October Revo-
lution. Indeed he would probably
find greater comfort living in the
West, where labor unions hold
much' influence with big business,
and public opinion polls are care-
fully scrutinzed by wary politi-
cians. In the Soviet Union, he would
find a people enslaved by a revolu-
tion fought by their grandfathers.
The same grandfathers were be-
trayed by a power-hungr-y revolu-
tionary leadership. Stalin, Lenin,
and Trotsky knew that by being the
leaders of the revolution; they
would likely be leaders in whatever
government would follow. Lenin,
knowing that he would have no
power over the people if-- they fol-
lowed Marx exactly, invented a
police state "to safeguard the peo-
ple" until they were judged ready
to govern themselves. Stalin, when
he' finally defeated Trotsky for the
party leadership.- - turned the van-gaur- d"
into a well-oile- d, self-pe-r
Computer Madness
Continued from Page 2 .
the release of the sign-u- p list only to be discouraged by the few if any
time slots left A few weeks ago one clever student began a sign-u- p
list for the sign-u- p sheet-Th-is has now become a tradition and with
nearly 200 names on the pre-eign-u- p sheet last week. It would appear
that soon we may have a sign-u- p to sign-u- p to sign-u- p list if
something is not done soon. '
. Students of computer classes find it next to impossible to get
computer time. If a student has a 1 p.m. class, he can give up any
. hope' of getting computer time without spending endless hours
scabbing (waiting in the computer center for a no show or the end of
someone else's time). Those students who have need of more than
one disk drive, a printer, or other peripheral equipment are at an
even greater loss because of the high demand on the few terminals
possessing such equipment -
Faculty and administration believe that since the new equipment
will be in use next year, we do not have to deal with these problems.
' That is wrong. We must act now so that no more students suffer from
an unnecessary loss in education, which can be easily remedied.
Granted, the odds of anything being done about the situation are
slim, not because there are not viable ways to solve the problem, but
because of the fact that the occupant of this heavenly city would
rather wait for it to change itself than do something about it It
should be noted that there are inexpensive and expedient ways to
deal with the problems facing us.
In order to make available nearly double the computer time now
open to students, the computer center must be placed in a location at
which the units may be reached 24 hours a day. seven days a week.
This alone would add 702 user hours. Moving the equipment could be
done in a matter of an hour to any location having an electric outlet
The additional costof operation would be minimal at the $3.35 an
hour now paid computer consultants and would be a massive step in
bringing Wooster closer to the calibre of schools to which Wooster
compares itself. (These institutions almost unanimously have their
computers available around the clock.) '
If there is still a greater demand than supply computer students
should have at minimum a couple of hours a week assigned them for
homework and practice. After that students needing the facilities for
computer related tasks should be offered time, and then the time left
should be offered to those using the machine as an archaic word
processor. After Vn, there is already a college typing service.
Andrew D. Goldman
14 I
petuating bureaucracy whose main
purpose was to keep itself in pow
er; thus, Stalin purged those who
would disagree with him, slaugh
tered millions of peasants who re
fused to have their land couectiv
ised, and lost sight of the Marxist
ideal of the rulership of the people.
With the advent of Solidarity in
Poland, the social-econom- ic re
forms in China, "pure" Marxism is
slowly returning to sight All the
Polish strikers wanted was some
say in how their lives were run
totally acceptable to Marx, who
exalted the working class over all
else. To the various Leninist re
gimes in power, however, Marx has
become a real threat
THE ACADEMY
Everyone would be glad to
see the burden of armaments
reduced in every country.
But history shows on many a
page that armaments are not
necessarily a cause of war
and that the want of them is
no guarantee of peace ... This
truth may be unfashionable,
unpalatable, unpopular. But
it is truth ... the only choice
open is the grinr old choice of
our forebears had to face,
namely, whether we shall
submit to the will of a strong-
er
t
nation or whether we shall
prepare to defend our rights,
our liberties and indeed our
lives.
Winston Churehm, 1834
International
Experience
Continued from Page 2
ing to go off campus? What lan
guage level is required? How much
will it cost me? Will my financial
aid apply? What credit will I re-
ceive for the program? (Such a list
is currently in existence, made up
by Erika Laquer to help her advise
students.) -
4) Once students decide to go off
campus on a specific program, a
checklistquestionnaire should be
available to them containing the
following information: How would
you like to handle your housing
plans when you return? Would you
like registration materials sent to
you or would you prefer to speak
with the Registrar before leaving 7
Would you like a newsletter sent to
you? Are you willing to pay to have
the Voice sent to you?
5) Upon return to Wooster, stu-
dents should have available to
them a reorientation program
headed by the Off-Camp- us Pro
grams Coordinator.
This proposal is not meant to be
the optimal solution, but rather is
meant to stimulate discussion and
to look for ways in which we can
relieve some of the hardships stu
dents face as they go off-campu- s.
Since it is difficult to convey two
years of thought in such a space, I
encourage people to speak with me
about these proposals, and more
important to speak with the ad-
ministration and the new student
leaders on campus about concerns
and suggestions for Improvement
RoMWeuer
, ; wait
Here
At
Wooster
Page t
. By SUSAN FIGGE
At some point during our college
or professional careers most of us
win want to go abroad. Many of us
will choose Western Europe and
many of us will go as tourists.
Kristen Leslie did all that when she
spent the summer in France as a
high school student on the ATS
program. But she wanted to experi-
ence a non-weste- rn culture and to
live and work as much as a mem-
ber of that culture as possible. Last
summer she spent eight weeks with
the Cross Roads Africa Program in
Togo, West Africa. She will share
some of her experiences here in
Wednesday's convocation, "An
American in West Africa: One Stn- -
Kris lived in a village called
Mango. Together with eight other
Cross Roads Africa students and
their nine Tehokossl counterparts
she made cinder block bricks (sun
baked) and laid the foundation for
a community center.
In her convocation talk she will
address two popular American no-
tions: that Africa is like -- a Tartan
movie and that Africa is a back- -
warn comment, sne wm consiaer
major cultural differences con-
cepts of time, religious practices,
women's roles and the way in
which understanding and coming to
terms --with those differences en-
riched her African experience.
Kris Leslie is a senior sociology
major who comes from Delaware,
Ohio. After finishing her IS project
on sex related differences in math
achievement of high school stu-
dents, she will head for divinity
school, either at Yale or at Emory
University, where she is a finalist
for a major fellowship. She hopes
to do Peace Corps work and even-
tually to be Involved in campus
ministry.
The co-presid- ent of the Women's
Athletic Association and the co-capt-ain
of both the women's volley
ball and basketball teams, Kris
holds the scoring record for basket-
ball at COW. She is an accom-
plished musician, playing the violin
in the Wooster Symphony and the
fiddle, guitar, banjo and hammer
dulcimer in the campus bluegrass'
band Just North of Nowhere. -
Kris Leslie's talk is designed to
make sure that for us the continent
of Africa is not Nowhere, not even
Somewhere, but very clearly de--
ftnMi la rarr r tmriM-ctanril-n fit th
world's cultural .and. geographical
landscape -- V-
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How strong is the commitment of
the College of Wooster to the "in-ternMtion- Ml
perspective"? The rhet-
oric strongly supports an inclusion,
snd often, an emphasis of a global
view of things both in and out of the
classroom. This is said to be one of
the College's strongest points. The
question is, however, bow much
does the College of Wooster realljr
do to promote this, and what can be
done to better this "international
aspect" so that it is more meaning-
ful and well-integrat- ed on campus.
Mr. David Hopkins, advisor of
Foreign students. Coordinator of
Off-Camp-us Programs, and Direc-
tor of Btbcock International House
has some things to share with us as
to bow be views the College's
commitment to "internationaliz-
ing" (as be calls it) and bow it
could be better. Mr. Hopkins brings
a new perspective to this as be is
working for the College of -- Wooster
for the first time.
Related to the concerns that Mr.
Hopkins is expressing, some stu-
dents, "victims and benefit-recipient- s"
of off-camp- us study pro-
grams abroad, will give us an idea
of the way they view the College's
approach to "internationalising."
Nancy Hallberg who was in Paris;
Grant McCorkhill who was in Yugo-
slavia; and Rose Weiler, who was
in France and is now getting ready
to leave for Israel, all three, en-Joy- ed
their off-camp-us study very
much. Yet they see that some
changes will far from hurt the
present status of those programs.
Tessie Txavaras
The Internationalist
By DAVID HOPKINS
It is a good time to examine and
evaluate international education at
Wooster. As populations grow and
nations become more competitive,
Wooster students, along with their
counterparts across America, are
no longer secure relying on tradi-
tional notions about the leadership
of the United States in world trade,
diplomacy and scientific expertise.
Moreover, the shock effect of new
world realities will be felt by all
Wooster graduates, regardless of
the academic area or vocation they
pursue. Espcially business and lan-
guage majors, but also those who
enter the fields of law, medicine,
research, government and educa-
tion, confront problems no educat-
ed Americans have faced before.
One has only to look at the current
state of the auto, steel and electron-
ics industries to get a glimpse of
the difficult road ahead.
One component in our strategy
for survival must be a nation-wid- e
effort to integrate into our thinking
a greater awareness, understand-
ing and acceptance of individuals,
cultures and points of view distinct-
ly different from those we are
familiar and comfortable with, es-
pecially non-Weste- rn ones. This
process is most commonly called
internationlizing, and it requires
basic changes in the way Ameri-
cans view themselves and the
world.
We must begin thinking interna-
tionally, and putting into practice
basic and positive attitudes about
people in other parts of the world in
a way similar to that in which
many Americans have learned to
view and accept black culture and
women's issues in this country.
Sadly, as in the case of blacks
and women, the. United States is a
nation, not -- only lacking in people
who approach the world this way,
but is actually resistant to learning
and changing. We are content send-
ing diplomats and business people
Into . other countries armed with
only the English language, and
electing legislators and presidents
with little or no overseas experi--
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ence. It would be fortunate if the
solution were simply to learn infor-
mation more efficiently, certainly a
beneficial first step for the Wooster
student I heard of recently who
thought the Eiffel Tower was locat-
ed in Athens. ,
As a nation we are incredibly
ignorant of simple geographical,
historical and cultural facts, and in
great need of, whatever aid the
media and computers can offer us.
However, internationlizing means
more than answering even difficult
international trivia questions. The
changes in thinking I am talking
about require hard work and a lot
of time, and a life-lon- g commit-
ment to the disciplined study of
langauges, to travel, and to the
forming and sustaining of personal
relationships world-wid- e. Wooster
and other college and universities
are equipped and staffed to begin
effecting these changes, and many
students and faculty members are
already deeply involved in the
process.
Since my arrival here last Au-
gust, I have been attempting to
discover what International Educa-
tion is at Wooster, and how effec-
tive this college is in the process of
internationalizing. Being relatively
new to the field myself, I have been
evaluating my- - own attitudes as
well as the College's strengths and
areas of concern.
Undeniably, the two greatest
strengths and resources of Interna-
tional Education at Wooster are the
recruiting efforts of Karen Lowe
Raftus and the large number of
international students enrolled in
the college today a total of
nearly 150, yet with no more than
twenty from any one country. This
adds up to much more than the fact
that Wooster far outshines all other
GLCA institutions in foreign stu-
dents enrollment, or that Raftus is
widely acknowledged, as a pioneer
in international admissions. It
means that all of us in the Wooster
community have a rare opportunity
to learn about the world through
close personal encounters with a
particularly talented and energetic
'Since my arrival here
last August, I have been
attempting to discover
what International
Education is at Wooster,
and how effective this
college is in the process
of internationalizing.
group of people.
Another strength is a faculty
which has many members with
years of cross-cultu-re experinces
and foreign language training.,
and, perhaps more importantly a
desire to share its knowledge and
experiences both in and out of the
classroom, i
Other important strengths in-
clude: 1) the College's continued
strong commitment to foreign lan-gau- ge
instruction; 2) Babcock In-
ternational House, one of a very
few residential units among small
colleges promoting international
programming; 3) a well-organiz- ed
Host Family Program which in-
volves many in the larger Wooster
INTERNATIONALIST
community; and 4) what I perceive
to be real Interest and strong sup-
port of International Education on
the part of many in the Administra-
tion.
Yet despite these strengths, the
College faces a number of serious
challenges in the immediate future
challenges which become even
tougher considering budget restric-
tions here and economic unrest
everywhere. The main thrust of
, these challenges is aimed squarely
at the college leadership, demand-
ing to know what will be done, first
of all, to continue developing what
Wooster already has going for it in
international education, and, sec-
ondly, to discover new and availa-
ble resources to promote interna-
tionlizing on the campus. .Off-camp- us
programs are a current
major concerning of many mem
Better College-to-Stude- nt
Communication Is Needed
Dear Internationalist,
In the Fall of 1982 I participated
in the Great Lakes Colleges Asso-
ciation Program for several rea-
sons. First of all, I wanted the
experience of studying abroad. Sec-
ondly, I was interested in urban
studies in Europe, and especially,
in the Yugoslav context. Finally, it
would fulfill the urban studies ma-jor requirement of participating in
an urban quarter. Although it waspart of fulfilling a graduation re-
quirement, for an urban major, it
was cumbersome and discouraging
even to merely obtain an applica-
tion.
I discovered there was a Europe-
an Urban Term in the College
Catalog and after several trips to
the International Studies Office in
Babcock (where no one knew any-
thing about the program), I talked
to Ray Day in the Library base-
ment who is in charge of UrbanQuarters. Here again, I was re-
ferred to the Chairman of the
Urban Studies Department, who
had a copy of an old application but
had not received a new one. He told
me, though, that I could get an
application from Antioch Universi-
ty in Yellow Springs, Ohio, which
administers this particular pro-
gram.
It was such an overly arduous
task to obtain an application for a
program the College helps sponsor.
Once I arrived in Europe I began
on a program that enhanced my
knowledge of urban studies tremen-
dously. It also gave me a large
amount of insight Into American
foreign relations, Yugoslav Com-
munism, studying in a different
context than the classroom, and of
course, the valve of off-camp-us
study. The program Is well-conceiv- ed
and can be Immensely valu-
able to anyone who Is willing to
challenge himself.
While I was abroad, the fact that
I was a College of Wooster student
seemed irrelevant. The College was
a long way off and there was
almost no contact between us.
While this was all right during the
program, it made re-ent- ry Into the
College at times a looming task. .
I received my registration card
in London the day it was supposed
to be back In Wooster. Later I
found out that the College had for
Examined
bers of the faculty and administra-
tion. Although they are still a
source of valuable educational ex-
periences, we are aware that there
are many problems in the areas of
program selection, financial aid.
orientation and re-ent- ry proce-
dures, and-d- ep arm ental foUowup,
Wooster is not completely responsi-
ble for all of the available pro-
grams nor for their faults, but it
does bear responsiblity for many of
the unfavorable perceptions on the
part of students who have attended
programs overseas, and for the
generally poor integration of these
programs Into the academic curric-
ulum.
Other concerns include: 1) Woos-ter- 's
aimsot total focus on European-b-
ased languages and a reluct-
ance to discuss and act on the need,
methods and problems of using the
some reason not shuffled my Euro-
pean address to the Registrar's
Office. I did receive a letter from
the International Studies Office on
some of the various happenings on
campus and some of the possibili-
ties I'd have when I returned to
campus. That was good and help-
ful, but did not offset the Inconven-
ience related to registration and
housing that I had.
The lack of actual college-to-stude- nt
communication while I was
abroad does not represent a serious
problem to me, but what the Col-
lege needs to pursue is the develop-
ment of a program that works to
ease returning to the College and
one that further enhances the stu-
dent's experience and opens it up to
others. A program of discussions on
"tables" for returning foreign
study students should be developed,
so that they can relate then experi-
ences to others in the College
rather than "leave their experience
abroad."
I have been .able to use what I
learned abroad in academic areas
such as LS., but others arc not
always so fortunate. When one
considers, the College's strong dedi-
cation to international study and
the vast number of programs(while not always so accessible). It
seems odd that the College does not
go all the way In developing the
international experience, and thus,
the Wooster experience. We need to
go just a little further in developing
it to its fullest potential.
Grant UcCorkhm
News Digest
Continued from Page I
BEIRUT Hundreds of people
were trapped along, the Beirut-Damasc- us
highway when a blizzard
dumped 15 Inches of snow Friday.
U.S. Marines and . other foreign
troops helped rescue around 270
people trapped In cars and other
refugees, with 38 known dead. Syri-
an troops - denied entrance to a
relief column within the sectors
controlled by Syria. Worsening
weather conditions had plagued Le-
banese rescue crews until the gov-
ernment sought aid.
lesser .taught non-Weste- rn lan-
guages In the curriculum; 2) the
College's limited response to
recognized and under-utiliz- ed re-
sources for International education,
such as . foreign students In the
classroom, retired or furloughed
government officials, or alumni
with International experience; S)
the Presbyterian Church and its
extensive resources, here and over-
seas available to church-relate- d
colleges; and 4) the lack of a long--,
term Director of International Edu
cation at Wooster, a person with
the time and experience to assume
a leadership role in the vital
process of internationalizing the
campus community.
Wooster's past record In Interna-
tional Education indicates admira-
ble concern and effort. If any have
contributed and benefitted. But I
believe there Is a dangerous tend- -
mrv nn thla rimniu --tn htmma
complacent and --rely on momen
tum. This would be a serious mis-
take in the case of Internationaliz-
ing. Wooster cannot afford to wait
for leaderhship in International Ed-
ucation and the benefits it would
bring: creativity in developing both
old and new resources, and integra-
tion of global perspectives into the
total curriculum.
- Aouy s iuiucuu ueeu uu tuna
of coherent and interdisciplinary
approach. Our world has really
bemin to demand it.
More Attention --
Must Be Given
To Re-Ent- ry
Dear Internationalist:
After spending a fantastic six
months in France in the Kenyon
Earlam Program. I feel that there
la a ear in Wooster"! communica
tion with students before they leave
and upon their return. Although I
understand the theory that a stu-
dent's experiences will benefit from
total submergence Into another cul-
ture without a helping hand. I feel
that cutting the student totally off
from Wooster affects not so much
the experience abroad, but mostly
the re-ent- ry experience upon the
student's return to Wooster.
"-O-
ne of my major concerns the
last few months away was housing --
when I came back where I was
to be living when I returned. Al-
though I realize that it would be
virtually impossible for the Dean of
Housing to guarantee a student
anything before leaving campus, I
found it unnecessary and very un-
nerving to hear nothing until two
days before returning to Wooster;
particularly as Galpin was closed
the .week before classes started(Winter Quarter) and I was unable
to contact the office by phone.
There are two things, . among
others, that would be beneficial to a
Wooster student off-camp-us. Re-
ceiving the Voice while away would
help the student's return, as it
would give some sense of activities
irtft --m H rf Wnnft.r mtnAantm tn th
off-camp- us area, where he Is would
be helpful If a student wants a
general point of reference, or If a
student wants to travel. '
In all, I feel my experience
abroad was an extremely valuablepart of my education and am grate-
ful to Wooster for helping me have
that-experienc-
e. Yet I feel that a
lfttla- - mm ffonHnn in thm stu
dent's re-ent- ry could be highly'
beneficial incompleting that expe-
rience and could help
.
bridge the
a a. a a -gap uciwcen iiuucui auxvau uiu -
"student at the College of Woo-
ster." ... ... . . . '
Nancy Hallberg
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President Copeland, along
and James Powell ox case western Reserve university ana
Oberlin College, respectively, announced at a press confer-
ence in Cleveland last Ifonday the formation of a new
athletic league which is to include four other area schools.. By
1984, the schools will leave the Ohio Athletic Conference, one
of the oldest such conferences in the nation. Photo by Phil
Undercuffler.
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with President David Ragone
INicholsV Nye
React To New League
Continued from Page 1
Nan Nichols, Women's Athletic
Director at Wooster, said that the
formation of a conference where
"there are equal provisions for
women's and men's programs" is
"the best thing we can do."
Nichols, who was an organizing,
member of the Centennial Athletic
Conference,, an organisation for
women's athletic programs, said,
"Women's programs are very ex-
cited about the announcement of a
new conference."
Asked if they believe scheduling
conflicts will occur during the tran-
sition period next year, both Ni-
chols and Nye said they -- do not
foresee any scheduling problems.
Robert Rosencrans, Athletic Di-
rector at Wittenberg University,
said that Wittenberg, which will
remain in the OAC, "will play
according to contract next year."
"There is no Ql feeling toward the
schools which are leaving the Ohio
Conference."
At press time, neither W.A. Kin-niso- n,
president of Wittenberg, nor
bis director of public information,
Donald Perkins, wished to com-
ment on the establishment of a new
athletic conference.
Heidelberg President William C.
Cossell said in a telephone inter-
view Ifonday that be "would have
to evaluate the formation of a new
athletic conference by Wooster and
the six other schools."
"Our primary interest is academ-
ics. We're a -- very up-fro- nt school,
and we will continue to work within
the structure of the OAC," Cossell
said.
Ernest Maine "Mose" Hole,
emeritus professor of physical edu-
cation and Wooster's basketball
coach for 32 years, said he believes
the formation of a new conference
25, 1983
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Nan Nichols, Wooster's Wom-
en's Athletic Director, observes
the announcement of the for-
mation of a new athletic confer-- ,
ence. A contingent of Wooster
officials traveled to Cleveland
last Monday to announce theinception of a new athleticleague, sponsored by Wooster
and six other institutions. Photoby Phil Undercuffler.
based on an awareness of academ-
ics "is the best thing for Wooster."
"I have always been very loyal to
the Ohio Conference (which Woos-
ter joined in 1907), but this 'Great
Lakes' conference may be better
for the future because of common-
ality in academics and the type of
student these institutions produce,"
Hole said.
I
Excerpts Of New League Constitution
PREAMBLE
The purpose of this Conference is to provide for athletic
competition among institutions that share similar academic aspira-
tions and mutual trust Recognizing the important contribution that
such competition can make to the total educational experience, its'
members will strive for athletic excellence, for fair and equal
opportunities for men and women, and for the development of
broadly-base-d program.
MEMBERSHIP
The members of this Conference are: Allegheny College, Case
Western Reserve University, Denison University, Kenyon College,
Oberlin College, Ohio Wesleyan University and the College of
Wooster. Additional conference membership shall require unanimous
approval of the members.
ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE and
LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
1. Coaches Association and Athletic Directors
2. Women's Sports Caucus
3. Men's Sports Caucus
4. President's Council
Ecdi 9fccs3 tUesteai qjUa
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New
Conference
Seeks
'Balanced
Athletics9
Continued from Page 1
women's athletic program develop,
and we thought the time had come
to have a conference which in-
volved men and women in the same
league, and so the possibility of
forming a new conference that
would include both men and women
was the reason rather than some
dissatisfaction with the past"
In a question about the role of
financial aid for athletes, the presi-
dents indicated that O.A.C. rules
regarding the distribution of aid
would not be based on athletics.
"Financial aid will remain sepa-
rate from admissions," Copeland
said.
Ragone said "no special aid will
be given based on athletics."
Powell noted that the governace
of the new conference will differ
from the O.AC, in that "like the
P.A.C., this conference will be very
carefully under the control of the
presidents ... and we will keep a
close watch on the budgets for off-camp-us
recruiting and on the
amount of time spent on it"
Ragone said financial aid awards
will continue on the "Princeton
model," by which "no special ad-
vantages will accrue to somene
who is an athlete."
In addition to the press confer-
ence in Cleveland, simultaneous
rnnffrnfa annnunrlnir the forma
tion of the new league were held in
Columbus by Ohio Wesleyan, Deni--
nn anil R'.hvaii mnA in .Pfftahttrtfwill Mil kr wm, mmmmt hi,,ihby officials of Allegheny College.
Monday's announcement of the
formation of the new league culmi-
nated talks which were begun last
summer by Kenyon President Phil-
ip Jordon. Copeland said a name
for the league is expected soon.
1Facet testkoostekyoice, Friday; .febbuaby 25, itss
Arts' and Culttuire
Bowin Directed
Juno, Paycock
Shows Tonight
BY ANGELA HUBLER
Juno and the Pay cock will be
shown Friday and Saturday, Feb.
25 and 28 at 8:15 in Shoolroy
Theatre. The production is directed
by Monica Bowin as her Sr. IS.
The bittersweet tragedy is set in
Ireland about the time of the East-
er Rebellion, before the Potato
Famine. It deals with the Boyle
family and their struggle to exist in
a warring environment. Juno Boyle
is portrayed as a one woman. Rock
of Gilbralter, attempting to keep
the family going and to deal with
Mr. Boyle, who hates to work.
The play has been in rehearsal
since the beginning of the quarter.
In the cast are Martin McDougall,
Joan Marriott, Susan Liggett,
Glenn Becker, Russ White, Jennie
Saliers, Drew Khalouf. Carrie Meg-ginso- n,'
Rob Manning, Karin Cra-
ven, Tom Truss, Mara de Jesus,
Wes Taylor, Jeff Rider, Steve
Climber and Adam Dusik.
The entire cast learned the dia-
lect and aecent of the lower class
Irisii for their parts, although the
audience is assured that they will
be clearly understandable.
Many in the theatre department
estimate that it is one of the best IS
productions given. It should appeal
to all those interested in theatre as
well as history and politics. It
depicts the lives of thousands of
common people as they lived and
continue to live with internal strife.
Copeland To Face
Pyrrhic Victory
On April 6 at 6:30 p.m. faculty
and students will battle in an exhi-
bition match of College Bowl, the
varsity sport of the minds.
The game consists of two teams
with four players on each side
answering questions testing their
knowledge in all areas.
When Tod Edel, captain of the
student team, Pyrrhic Victory, was
questioned as to how he felt about
his upcoming match against Presi-
dent Henry Copeland he replied,
"Henry Who?"
A spokeswoman for President
Copeland said that the president
"is looking forward to it."
This exhibition is set up to get
people psyched for next fall's
matches. Anyone interested in par-
ticipating in the April match or
wanting more information should
contact Pat Jerome at Extension
2543 or Caroline Delafield, Box
1504, or Extension 2700.
Hair Cellar
Student rate
--Shampoo & Cut
Price: $6.00 with I.D.
--Any Style
Located on Bloomlngton
Avmiw, ust a ffw blocks
north of tho Collogo on
Boall Avtnu.
No
The Wooster Jazx Ensemble
The Oldies And Goodies
By BILL ST. JOHN
Recent jazz vinyl is tough to
come by in this burg, so I'm
resorting to a review of some of the
best albums in my personal collec-
tion. Most of these are older al-
bums but they are definitely worth
whatever the average record store
charges for them if they do indeed
have them. Also, I have chosen to
avoid reviewing albums from my
collection that virtually undis-
puted classics such as Coltrane's
Giant Steps or Davis' Kind of Blue.
Rather, This week's column is for
the purpose of informing the reader
about albums that are not classics
per se, but are nonetheless very
therapeutic. Some of these albums
might even be found in cut-o- ut bins.
Saint's'
Jazz
Corner
Art Blakey
Art Blakey with the Original Jazx
Messengers, ColumbiaOdyssey.
Check the cut-o- ut bins for this
one. It set me back only 12.99 (late
'82 ) and it is probably one of the
best records I own. Dig the person-
nel: Blakey on drums, Hank Mob-le- y
of tenor, Donald Byrd on Trum-
pet, Horace Silver on piano, and
Doug Watkins on bass. It's difficult
to describe why this record sticks
out. The style is bop and the format
is simple. The compositions are not
much to scream about But what
are heads for, anyway? I'm getting
tired of trying to say why this is
four-st-ar soloing. Just get the al-
bum.
FRENCH CO'iTTIHTAL
CUiSL'IS
performing in Freedlander
Count Basle
Kansas City Shout, Pablo Digital,
D2310859.
Digitals are coming down in
price so you'll be even more ecstat-
ic when you get this one. With
Basie is his band, Big Joe Turner,
and Eddie "Cleanbead" Vinson(alto and vocals). This record is
sort of a reconstruction of a "Kan-
sas City Shout," a musical event
featuring big bands and blues vo-
calists. Basie is in prime form and
everybody blends their styles flaw-
lessly. The swing feel here is
surpassed by very few. You don't
have to see Turner to know why
they caU him "Big"; he has the
most powerful delivery of any blues
vocalist I know. Vinson deftly inti-grat-es
bop and earthy blues, and
brings home some lively, sparking
ideas.
Joe Henderson
Joe Henderson in Japan, Milestone,
MSP 9047.
Joe Henderson, on the whole,
deserves much more credit, and for
that matter, fame. He has great
control over his horn (tenor), his
ideas are unique and non-imitati- ve,
and his tone has a stunning vocal-nes- s
for which I would give my
soul. This record has perhaps the
best version of 'Round Midnighin
the known universe. Joe is backed
up by an all Japanese rhythm
section (he was touring Japan
at the time) who, despite some
stylistic problems, really kept
things together. The other tunes get
really wild at times. I'd better stop
here.
Duke Ellington and his Orchestra
An Adventure
In Delightful Dining.
COMPLETE BANQUET
FACILITIES UP TO 64 PEOPLE
WEDDINGS UP TO 125 PEOPLE
TUES - SAT 11-- 2 DINNER 5--8
SUN 11:30-- 8 CLOSED MONDAYS
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL
264-234- 1
Gary Casey - Stylist E WAYNE AV WOOSTER
Theatre lait Tuesday. Photo by Franz M. Jantxen.
Of Jazz
Ellington at Newport, Columbia.
CS 884
Best for last, eh? If I was allowed
only one album to take on my
twenty-ye-ar sabbatical to Mars,
this would be it This would be the
only album that would give the
Martians a really good idea of what
swing is.
rSTtKEO
The Woottcr Voice Michael Velofl
Recorded live at Newport Jazx Fes-
tival in 1956, this event was an
historical one. The high point of the
album was during a tune Dimi-
nuendo and Crescendo in Blue, in
which Paul Gonsalves let loose with
5
Now appearing In th Carriage Oardann
North Coast
Tuosday Collogo I.D. Hlto
Tuaaday. Wdmriy. S-- 11 p.wm.
ThurMtay, SiM--1 StM p.mt.
Friday. Saturday. S-- 1
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rill ba
a 7-cho- rus blues solo. The crowd of
7,000 (remember, this is 1956) was
wild and making recording diff-
icult Somewhere around the sev-
enth chorus of Gonsalves' solo
something snapped, and the crowd
went oat of eontroL The police told
Duke to stop the performance but
Duke, fearing a riot, continued
conducting.
.
This album is a monument to
that elusive audience-playe- r bond
that is to rare in jazz perform-
ances. It is a symbiotic relation-
ship, in which the participants feed
each other, ' not feed off of each
other. The tension and the energy
build geometrically until BANG!
The effect is orgasmic
Drummer Jo Jones gets as much
credit for ths orgy of musical force.
If the Martians could swing as hard
as he did, people would invest their
life savings in NASA.
In conclusion, I would like to
know a few things. First, what is
vegetarian sweet and sour pork?
Second, what is vegetarian vegeta-
ble soup? Finally, how come I type
four pages of SAINT'S JAZZ COR-
NER out of my head in two hours,
but it takes all day to write three
pages of I S.? That's alL this is Bill
St John.
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This evening "at 7:30, in lfackey Hall, Dale Moore,
baritone, and Daniel Winter, pianist, of the college music'faculty, will present Winterreise by Frans Schubert. The
cycle of 24 songs to texts by Wilhelm -- Mueller is considered
one of the greatest works of Western music. This will be the
21st performance of the work that Mr. Moore has given. Thefirst was in Memorial Chapel here at the College in January
of 1963. Since that time, he and Mr. Winter have presented
the cycle in Judson Hall in New York City and at other
colleges around the country. There is no admission charge.
News Services Photo.
Students Turn Liberal
LOS ANGELES. CA. (CPS)
This year's freshmen are more
concerned with material objects
and professional status than their
predecessors, but are slightly more
liberal, according to the University
of California at Los Angeles' an
nual nationwide survey of incoming
students. .
The ongoing shift in student
from social and civil rights
issues to preoccupation with jobs.
uccess ana making money has
been evident for several years.
says Dr. Alexander Astin, who
directs the annual UCLA-Americ- an
Council on Education survey of
over 250,000 freshmen at some. 500
colleges nationwide.
"The increasing concern for ma-
terial gains and career success is
something we've been watching for
the last ten years, and it just keeps
on growing each year," Astin says.
Indeed, in listing their major
concerns and objectives, over two-thir- ds
of the 1982 freshmen said
they want to "be well off finanic al-
ly," and over 70 percent cited
"making more money" -- as their
primary reason for going to col-
lege.
Ten years ago, fewer than half of
the students surveyed listed fi-
nances or money as their main
concerns, Astin says.
Career success is also very im
portant to this year's entering
class, the study reveals. Almost 75
percent of the respondents said it
was very important "to be an
authority in my field." More than
half the freshmen wanted recogni-
tion and respect from their col-
leagues.
The freshmen also show a signifi-
cant shift to the left in their poli
tics. Astin reports. Sixty percent
classify themselves as "middle-of-th- e
road" politically, 19 percent as
liberals, and 18 percent as conserv
atives.
The results differ from last year,
when for the first time in the
survey's history conversatives out-
numbered liberals in the freshman
ranks.
.
"Since the early 70s when liberal-
ism bit a peak, there's been a
steady dropping off from liberal to
middle-of-the-road-
." Astin notes.
"This year's minor shift to the left
is probably just a little rebound
from that big decline."
As for their educational futures.
38 percent of the freshmen plan to
stop after getting their bachelor'sdegrees. Half plan to go for gradu
ate degrees.
Twenty-nin- e percent also report
ed that their parents contributed at
least $2,000 to their college expen-
ses, compared with 24 percent in
last year's study.
David Drumm Jr. (top), and Ken Wolf played the parts of Trevor and Nick in last week's
production of "Bedroom Farce." directed by Dr. W. Stanley Schntx. Photo by Andrew D. Goldman.
La Nourriture
Rustic Delight, Simple Pleasures
Characterize Town and Country
By ANGELA A. ADAMS
TOWN COUNTRY
4809 Lincoln Way W.
Wooster, Ohio
284-535- 3
Mon-Sn- n: 5-9:- 30 p.m., FrL it Sat:5li p.m.
Visa, not Mastercard, and local
checks with ID accepted
BYOB only mixers, set-up- s and
refrigeration available for a mini-
mal charge
Dress can be casual to semi-form- al
Dinner for Two: (excluding BYOB)
entree (basically all inclusive), tax
and tip 320-83- 0
Simplicity prevails at the Town
and Country. From the warm, rus-
tic interior to the unpretentious,
well-prepar- ed quality of the food,
simplicity is seen here in a positive
sense.
Truly, within fifteen minutes
from the College there exists a
very comfortable and reasonably- -
priced culinary escape. The Town
and Country, dressed with crisp red
and white linen and the soft slow of
candlelight.! is indeed an ideal
choice for entertaining visiting par-
ents, celebrating a birthday or for
a quiet and romantic dinner.
For those familiar with typical
country-styl- e menus, Town and
Country offers few innovations. Ta- -.
hies are set with a relish tray and'
Flexible hours 6-t-S possible per
hour. Phone: 263-076- 8 evenings.
Fuller Brush Co.
Messages-- N --Music
Singing
Telegrams
(216)669-203- 0
9 A.M. P.M. 7 DAYS A WEEK
' Mention this ad
. and receive $5.00 discount.
crackers: warm soft rolls and but-
ter come with dinner. Entrees in-
clude a salad, choice of potato, a
crock of baked beans (unfortunate-
ly a bit bland) and coffee or tea.
Featuring six types of steak
ranging in size and cut a variety
of seafood, fried chicken, hsm and
spaghetti, the menu's prices range
from 85.50 for spaghetti and meat-
balls to surf and turf at 815. Fresh
fish connoisseurs should take note:
all of Town and Country's seafood
is frozen, except the pickerel which
is brought in fresh every Thursday.
Options such ss appetizers, side
dishes and desserts sound ordinary
and largely superfluous. Additional-
ly priced blue cheese dressing or
crumbled blue cheese, - however,
does lend a flavorful touch to the
otherwise plain salad.
As it is not the menu that makes
Town and Country distinctive, it is
the preparation of the food that is
noteworthy. Steaks are tender and
meticulously cooked; the menu in-
cludes a careful description of de-
grees of doneness one may choose
from.
The thicken remains moist (if
not a little too moist) after a crisp
frying, and the spaghetti, topped
with a light-bodie- d though suffi-
ciently seasoned sauce, is especial
ly good with the optional abundant
layer of mushrooms. Sour cream
with chives is served upon request
with the baked potato, and the hash
browns with onions are indeed gen-
erously and deliciously loaded with
Service is outstanding with effi-
cient and friendly waitresses eager
to answer questions as to a dish's
prepartioo or ingredients, refill wa-
ter glasses and butter plates, or
offer to bring another beer. The
relaxing atmosphere as well as the
refills of coffee are conducive to
after dinner conversation, so one is
best to plan on a leisurely evening.
Reservations are a good idea, as is .
remembering to BYOB. Further
directions available from the Voice
office.
THS
SHOT
In The College Hills Shopping Ccmcij
Phone 262-88- 46
Sszvcce & Sated
2522 CLEVELAND ROAD
WOOSTER, OHIO
IBM - REMINGTON RAND
FACIT - SCM - BROTHER
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STUDENT ACTIYITIES BOARD members for 1M3-S- 4: Front row
(1-r- ), Lisa Hall, Beth Freeland, Caroline Delafield. Cheryl Lower,
Ben LeVan, Sue Jones. Back row (1-r- ), Bill Andrew (Chairman),
Tom Snode, Andy Wert, Donald Dennis, Craig Wolf, P. A. Parker.
John Heiman.
Misuse, Damage Cause
Big Rise In Tuition
BY JOAN WILLIAMS
Student misuse and destruction of
campus is at about the same level
it was last year. Don Noll of the
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore said
that there has been quite a bit of
damage done to some vending ma-
chines on campus, and the result
will be the removal of those ma-
chines.
Noll also said that, although
shoplifting has decreased in recent
years, it still accounts for approxi-
mately $7,500 in retail damage.
This cost is then passed on to the
consumer, students, who pay for
the objects that someone else stole.
Noll added that students, in gener-
al, "are much more concerned."
Elsie Doubled ee. Director of Cus-
todial Services, agrees that the
majority of the students care. How-
ever, it is the misuse of the few
that everyone must pay for. When
damage occurs, and no one will say
who is responsible, so everyone
pays for it.
Don Theis, Director of Physical
Plant Services, stated that SSO-- f 75 a
year per student goes towards
cleaning and maintenance that is
Flair Travel
Consultants
346,E. Bowman St.
Wooster
For Your Convenience
Just Off The Coll9 Campus
Make your Spring Break
or My rsisnratlon
CALL
264-650- 5
Agmnt TA IMS
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over and above normal services.
In dorms, the major problem,
according to Doubledee, is the use
of platforms and tape. She said that
when students build a platform,
they sometimes dismantle the beds,
and at the end of the year, they
either put them back together
wrong, or the beds are damaged
because of misuse, and new ones
than have to be purchased.
She also said that if students
don't clean up after a party over
the weekend, extra labor hours are
needed to return the dorms into the
shape they were Friday afternoon.
People employed in custodial serv-
ice work all week to keep the
buildings in good shape, only to
have to start all over again on
Monday.
One of the biggest problems is
that beer destroys and strips floor
finishes, and loosens tile. Then tiles
have to be replaced and someone
has to pay for them. Damage and
misuse in student living areas
ranges from broken windows,
lamps, doors, phones, vents, chairs,
fire extinguishers, and desks, to
missing furniture, burned doors
and dismantled fire alarms.
In addition to these being health
hazards, they are also expensive.
Last year, over $4,500 was spent on
the damage caused by unknown
persons. This cost extends over to
tuition. This year, so far, over
$1,400 in damages has been done to
dormitories alone.
Maintenance of the grounds is
another matter. Phil Williams, su-
pervisor of the Campus Crew, said
that trash is their biggest problem.
He is in charge of four major
campus clean-up- s a year, and two
more general ones each month. A
great deal of damage occurs from
people driving on the lawns and the
golf course, destroying trees, and
flat tires from beer bottles in the
grass. Recently, someone decided
to destroy a golf tee, an action
which will require about $400 in
repair.
Williams said that the damage
illustrates "disregard for other peo-
ple's rights."
Theis added that "people have to
take more interest, more pride in
their college."
Compare our products to any other in Wooster.
We can't be beaten for taste ...
We use fresh ingredients and cook them in our store.
Our pizza dough is made fresh every day.
Also available: Delicious chicken,
Lasagna, Meatball Subs, Pizza Hoagie
Free Delivery With Any Order
Upon Presentation
Of This Coupon
To Tho Drivor On Dolivory
Explros 3--1 2-- M
264-122- 3
WE DELIVER
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Korn On Sociobiology
Continued from Page 1
population genetics. Sociobiology
declares that not only does evolu-
tion take place through the survival
of the fittest, but that it is -- also
accomplished by the survival of the
selfish. Evolution selects those
most able to look after themselves.
Korn believes that there is a
confusion within Sociobiology be-
tween selfishness and self-interest-edn- ess.
For example, the boy who
takes the only cookie in the house is
being selfish, while the overweight
boy who declines a cookie is acting
in his own self-intere- st. Evolution,
then, favors self-intere- st.
The method of sociobiology, de-
clares Korn, is neither neutral nor
objective, but rather springs from
our society's own cultural concep-
tions, specifically, that human na-
ture is selfish. Korn asserts, howev-
er that human life is predicated
upon altruism. It is a parent's
altruistic care that enables an in-
fant to survive. When sociobiolo-gy'- s
concepts are projected onto
evolution, it gives scientific evi-
dence for human selfishness which
is not objective, but subjective.
Finally, says Korn, Plato's project
of finding a way out of the soup of
moral relativism is not finished.
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Drinah Stresses Latin
Concerns At A Lecture
. Contained on Page I
to high decreet of inequality and
discomfort with capitalism.
The Vatican n Council changed
this outlook considerably, embuing
the Church with a mission to "es
tablish a kingdom of justice in this
world." After that meeting, Latin
American bishops returned and
met in Columbia.
They attacked many existing
governmental practices'institu- -
tional violence," and brought their
weight firmly down on the side of
the poor. Many grassroots com-
munities and prayer groups sprang
up. Reactionary civilian and mul-
ctary elements attacked, he Church
for leading Latin America into
communism, but the major prem-
ise of serving the poor was con-
firmed at the Bishop's Conference
in Pueblo, Mexico, in 1978.
Drinan's general explanations of
Latin American realities led to
.more specific examples El Sal-
vador, Nicaragua and Guatemala.
El Salvador, for example, has a
tragic history of governmental cor-
ruption and occasional civil strife
dating back to the 1930s when 30,000
peasants were' massacred by the
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army. The situation remained froz
en for 40 years until a reformist
military coup in 1979 and a slow
spiral into country-wid- e civil war
prompted both the U.S. and the
Church to become deeply involved.
Bishop Romero spoke out against
the violence. He was killed, as were
liberal and moderate political lead-
ers, labor "leaders, and American
nuns. The toll among ihe common
people
.
was horrible, with . many
thousands of innocent people being
gunned down by security forces.
President Carter, cut off aid, but
the Reagan Administration restored
and increased assistance out of
fear of communist -- influence --hi
Central America. France and Mexi-
co have called for negotiations
between the government and guer-
rillas, and have called for an end to
all outside interference.
Drinan claimed that in the first
six "months of 1982, the security
forces in El Salvador killed approx-
imately 3,000 people. The U.S.-sponsor- ed
elections were "not ap-
propriate," Drinan said, because
only parties of the right or far right
were represented and the nation
was in turmoiL D'Albuisson, the I
ARYf
2730 Cleveland Rd.
Hours for Winter month:
.Monday thru Saturday a.m. to p.
Sunday 7 a.m. to t p.m.
current de facto leader, was de-
nounced , by former Ambassador
White as the man behind Bishop
Romero's murder.
Under these conditions, the U.S.
has given 220million in aid in the
eurrent calendar Tear, 55 U.S. mili-
tary advisors, assisted the govern-
ment forces In the civil war, and
Salvadoran troops are trained in
the U.S., Drinan noted. A good
portion of the Carribean Aid pack-
age is slated to go to El Salvador.
Drinan finds this disastrous
enough, but he also finds the Rea-
gan administration 1s violating Con-
gressional directives and is lying
about human rights conditions in El
Salvador. He also believes that the
1973 War Powers Act has been
breached, and is acting as counsel
for a group of congressmen who
have-simila- r views.
Since continuance of U.S. suobort
for the government will only radi-
calize the insurgents, Drinan be-
lieves negotiations are the only
solution. U.S. miliary aid must be
terminated, an event that Drinan
believes could happen during the
next Congressional session.
For a short period Drinan extend
ed his talk to both Nicaragua and
Guatemala. While he is disturbed
by . the Sandanlsta military build-
up, and other events, he does not
approve of any money being spent
on any anti-Sandanis- ta' operations.
'
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Guatemala.
Drinan's last remarks concerned
the Carter human rights policyand
the dramatic positive effects it had.
He is deeply disturbed that the
Reagan Administration has re
Myers
prf
versed the policy for the last 24
months; He concluded by asking for
support for a reversal of the Rea
gan Revolution, and support for a
w Hwt kivci tuv yvw '
'Bright Spot9
F6r Scot Grapplers
Just when it appeared there
would be no bright spots for The
College of Wooster wrestling team,
senior Pete Meyers walked Into the
picture.
Actually, .the three-yea- r letter-ma- n
has been in the picture for
some time, but had been overshad-
owed by classmates Rob LavaUee
and John Srock, who were expected
to be the backbone of this year's
squad. But LavaUee elected to fore-
go his senior year and Srock was
injured for the season Jan. 27.
- Enter Pete Meyers. He. was the
only bright spot the night Srock
was injured (a 42-- 9 loss) and con-
tinued his winning ways through
last weekend's Great Lakes - Co-
lleges Association tournament,
where he won the 142-pou- nd compe-
tition.
After a 2--4 start, Meyers has won
five straight matches and Is 5-0--1
against Ohio Athletic Conference
foes. And, he may have the mo-
mentum necessary to make a run
at the OAC tournament champion-
ship, Feb. 18-1- 9. "I think Pete's
performance this weekend indi-
cates that he is starting to hit his
stride right now," said Scot wrest-
ing coach Bob Yomboro. -
Meyers Is confident he can con
tinue his current winning ways at
the conference meet "I just have
to get myself together mentally for
that tournament," he said. " t have
to make sure X get my weight down
and ,don't make any mistakes on
the mat By this time In the season,
I am going to know what their
moves are and they are going to
know mine. I just have to sharpen
my techniques and not do anything
too fancy that
'
might get me in
trouble." - v
Meyers appears to have himself
together mentally. The physical
education major from Hartford,
Conn., plans --to' attend graduate
school in, exercise physiology. He
plans to continue his education
until he earns his. Ph.D. so that he
can teach at the college level or
become involved in research.
While Meyers will learn much
about tuning one's body in the next
several years, he has his in excel-
lent shape right now. He wrestled
at 142 pounds as a freshman, but
was competing at 150 and 158 last
year.
SUM .,vvvv .rZ.
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Ifyou want to get to the top in aviation, the Nayy is the
.
way to go. We offer unlimited opportunities as pilots and
Naval Flight Officers. . r . ,
As a pilot, you'll be trained to fly the most advancedjets ever developed. As a Naval Flight Officer, youll op-
erate the sophisticated weapon systems, computers and
advanced electronics. As either, youll wear the wings of
Naval Aviation. .." ;
If, you're a college senior In good physical
condition. Naval Aviation could be your
route to -- the top. Call:
' ;; 1-800-3- 62-1007-:- - - -
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Michael Zuckert, professor of political science at Carleton
College, presented a lecture entitled "Contemporary Liberal-
ism and the Problem of Distributive Justice" on Monday
night. Photo by Michael J. Veloff .
Epstein Advocates Freeze
BY BRIAN HOWLAND
On Thursday evening. Feb. 17.
the sixth in the series of Great
Decisions programs was held be-
fore a capacity crowd in Lean
Lecture Room. The program,
which dealt with nuclear prolifera-
tion, featured William Epstein, who
for 23 years headed the disarma-
ment branch of the United Nations.
The discussion was chaired by
Warner Hendenhall, a professor of
Political Science at Wayne General
College and a brief critique of an
article by Dr. Mendenhall was pro-
vided by Ian Hartrick, a senior
history major at the College. Ep-
stein's remarks dealt primarily
with horizontal proliferation, or the
spread of nuclear weapons capabil-
ity to countries previously not hav-
ing that power. This horizontal
proliferation is opposed to vertical
proliferation, the continual buildup
of nuclear weapons by countries
who already possess them.
Epstein pointed out that only six
countries in the world have nuclear
weapons at this point, but at least
another half dozen possess the re-
quired resources to "go nuclear in
a year or two if they wished."
These countries included Pakistan,
Libya, Israel, South Africa. Argen-
tina and Brazil. More ominously,
he believes that at least an addi-
tional dozen countries could go
nuclear in five years and two dozen
more in 10 to 15 years if they
devoted considerable resources to
the effort.
Epstein cited the eases of both
Pakistan and Iran as those of
countries who strongly considered
developing nuclear weapons before
being dissuaded. The tension be-
tween Pakistan-an-d her neighbor,India, has led many observers to
predict Pakistani development of
. nuclear weapons in the near future.
Prime Minister All Bhutto of that
country once said that if India
exploded a nuclear bomb then the
people of Pakistan would "eat
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grass" if they had to in order that
Pakistan could catch up.
Iran also considered the develop-
ment of nuclear weapons for tacti-
cal advantage in its perpetual con-flic- ts
in the Middle East.
Moreover, the dangers from hori-
zontal proliferatin are, among the
lesser developed countries, very
great. Epstein said.
He had a grim prediction: "If
one or two (more) countries get the
bomb, the dam will burst." In the
event that nuclear weapons capa-
bility is acquired by another coun-
try or two, Epstein fears that it will
set off a chain reaction of nuclear
weapons development like that
which the world has never seen
before. .
The answer to the growth of
horizontal proliferation, he be-
lieves, is at least partially- - in the
nuclear freeze movement In order
to discourage other nations from
developing their nuclear capabili-
ties, it is important that the super-
powers show that they are serious
about reductions themselves. The
first step is in halting the buildup
between the United States and the
Soviets. "Freeze first, then re-
verse," Epstein said.
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NationwideCrackDown
On Fraternities Begins
By DAVID GAEDE
TUCSON, AZ. (CPS) Universi
ty of Arizona officials - "just
couldn't stand it anymore."
Over the last five years, Sigma
Nu fraternity members had done
everything from driving golf balls
off the roof of their frat house
occasionally hitting cars, windows.
and bystanders to dumping trash
on parked cars, and even throwing
oranges and other objects at the
campus police.
But then officials at the nearby
campus hospital discovered bullet,
holes in an office window, and a .22
caliber bullet lodged inches from
where a hospital worker normally
sat Police traced the angle of fire
to a third, floor window of the
Sigma Nu house.
"That was the straw that broke
the camel's back," recalls Dean of
Students Robert S. Svob of the
shooting incident "We finally had
to get tough."
Less than a month later, on Jan.
10, 1983, one Sigma Nu member
was facing charges of illegal fire-
arms possession, and the remain-
ing 69 members of the fraternity
which had been on campus since
1981 were ordered to vacate the
house indefinitely.
There are. in fact increasing
numbers of homeless brothers like
Arizona's Sigma Nu. Scores of fra-
ternity chapters around the country
are being disciplined and suspend-
ed in a new, nationwide get-tou- gh
administrative crackdown.
It's the first time in decades
some observers say it's the first
time ever some colleges have
actually disciplined their fraterni-
ties. A couple of schools are even
toying with the idea of banning the
greek organizations altogether.
For the first time in 20 years, for
example, the University of Georgia
last spring abolished a fraternity
Chi Phi because of, alleged haz-
ing and drug use.
Alabama A&M permanently
banned Omega Phi Psi last semes-
ter for repeated disorderly conduct
over the last two years. The final
straw: members abducted a stu-
dent and threw him over a cliff.
The University of Arkansas-Pin- e
Bluff suspended two houses last
semester for beating pledges, one
of whom was hospitalized for inter-
nal bleeding after bis brothers-to-b- e
severely paddled him.
Dozens of lesser penalities have
been meted out recently for similar
behavior.
"The idea of excusing all ex-
tremes of fraternity behavior under
the notion that 'boys will be boys'just isn't the case anymore," ob-
servers Eileen Stevens, founder of
the Committee to Halt Useless
Campus Killings (CHUCK), a citi--
"THE PIZZA WITH THE BIG
SECEET"
262- -7136
263- -0190
sens' group working to stop fratern-
ity violence.
Noise, litter, catcalling and even
violence arent all that new along
college greek rows, she says.
What's new is the reaction against
it
"College administrator and na-
tional offices of fraternities aren't
tolerating the antics' and, pranks
anymore." she notes. .
"There's really a -- pendulum ef-
fect involved here," says Jonathan
Brant, president of the National
Interfraternity Conference.
"Fifteen years ago most schools
kept a closer watch on fraternities.
Then, for about ten years we got
away from . that and adotped the
attitude that 'you're all adults, and
you can supervise yourselves.' "
But Brant adds, "now we're
seeing more interest and concern
and better supervision. Many
schools are bringing onboard some-
one specifically to supervise fra-
ternity member and to work with
them."
Brant attributes the crackdown
on fraternity violence and problem
behavior to "a higher caliber of
awareness" among administrators
and students.
Others attribute it to the growing
number of lawsuits against fratern-
ities and the colleges themselves.
Last semester, a Virginia court
found the Phi Kappa Sigma Fra-
ternity at the University of Virginia
liable for $125,000 in damages after
a student was hit in the head with a
beer can by one of the fraternity
members.
And a - University of Delaware
student is currently suing both his
fraternity and the' university for
injuries he suffered during an ini-
tiation ritual two years ago.
At that time, a member of the
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
poured, lye-bas- ed cleaner over the
student causing second-- and third-degr- ee
burns on the pledge's head,
face, and chest
"I think one of the main reasons
schools and national chapters are
getting increasingly concerned over
fraternity problems are because of
Just such lawsuits and the damages
they've had to pay," notes CHUCK
founder Stevens, who herself sued
Alfred University and the Klan
Alpine fratnerity after her son died
in a 1978 hazing incident there.
Moreover, she says, "Students
themselves are bringing about
changes on 'some changes. New
students are coming in much more
aware that 'they don't have to
participate in dangnerous rituals,
and they are beginning to realize
that college life doesn't have to
revolve around a fraternity any-
more." i : '
Students at some schools, in fact
are beginning to question, the need
for having any greek organizations
at all on campus.
About 500 students at Stephen F.
A A W 11 1a nwin inivpniTV TWsnriT mnnwsMi
up to participate in a debate on
whether the entire greek system
there should be abolished.
And a faculty-stude- nt committee
at Trinity College in Connecticut
last semester recommend that the
school's six fraternities and two
sororities be abolished permanent-
ly.
i "The committee simply conclud-
ed that the fraternities had outlived
their usefulness," says Trinity
spokeswoman Kathy Frederick.
Among other things, the commit-
tee said the greek system was
"inherently divisive." that it fos-
tered "exclusionary practices
based on secret codes and agree-
ments." and concluded that "in
sort no need exists" for them.
Sometimes off-camp-us authori-
ties take a similar view. The Davis,
California city council is pondering
new laws punishing noise and litter
offenders along, Cal-Dav-is' fraterni-
ty now.
UC-Dav- is, moreover, is ready to
"initiate disciplinary procedures"
against Sigma Alpha Epsilon and
Sigma Nu if members again harass
certain campus women's groups.
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Tom Dutton --wars.
2680 Cleveland Rd.
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Sophomore Bill Andrew, member of the men's iwim team,
practices Wednesday for championship competition slated for
this weekend in Oberlin. Photo by Michael J. Veloff.
Scots Batter Mount
BY PETS BOTTI
On Monday. Feb. 21, the Scots
opened up the OAC tournament on
the road at Mount Union. Earlier in
the season, the Scots lost a heart-break- er
in overtime 56-5-4 to the
Purple Raiders, so they were look-in- g
tor sweet revenge. The degree'
of phytic alneas set the tone for the
level of play: intense. Although the
Scots are not a physical team, they
responded to the high level of
aggression, bettering Mount Union
52-4-8, thereby avenging their ear-
lier loss to Mount The Scots im-
proved their record: to 13-1-2, one
game over .500 for the first time
this season.
As is unusual in a physical game,
there were not many fouls called
there were four total foul shots.
Because the game was a battle of
strength, Chris Thomas rose to the
occasion for the Scots.
"Chris Thomas was outstanding;
he became aggressive and physical
himself," said a particularly
pleased Coach Brown.
Thomas pumped in 12 of his 20
game-hig-h points, with a perfect
four for four at the foul line, to
provide most of the Scots offensive
punch. Wooster shot a substantial
55 percent from the field, while
Mount Union shot a sound 63 per-
cent from the field. The' score was
close the first halt with Wooster
leading by as many as six points at
14-- 8. The Scots clung to a , 25-2-4 '
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halfUme lead, with Mount never
taking command of the lead.
In the second half, although the
Purple Raiders shot 57 percent
from the field, the Scots played a
defense that was. more than ade
quate. ."We played excellent de-
fense in the second half. We gave
up no lay-up- s, and we pressured
their shots," said Brown, "Kevin
Newblll came in for Eric Short who
. Injured his knee, and played good
defense for five or six minutes."
Down the stretch in the second
half, the Scots had leads from two
to four ooints. Wooster connected
on 59 percent of the fielders, with
Alan Wentx and Jesse smith ac
counting for eight points apiece
"We maintained our poise and con
fidence, late in the game when we
needed "them the most," said
Brown, referring to the last few
minutes in the game.
With 1:46 remaining, and the
Scots clinging to a. 50-4- 8 lead.
Mount Union had possession, and
was looking to tie the score again.
However, Wooster regained control
of the ball with seven seconds left.
and Chris Thomas worked himself
free for a dunk to put the icing on
the cake for the Scots' 52-4-8 victo
ry. We played a . good game both
offense and defense. We played
hard. That was the first time we
won on the road in the tournament
Tonight, all of 4he visiting teams
lost except us," said Brown, a . ,
Scotties Rebound After Loss
To Blank Bluffton Beavers
By QUTNCY ADAMS
The Scotties finished their regu-
lar season play last week with a
loss- - away to NAIA nationally
ranked Malone 65-4- 6 but returned
home last Saturday to top the
Bluffton Beavers 67-5- 1.
Wooster opened the CAC tourna-
ment seeded second with a league
record of 5--1 behind Denison (5-0-).
Last Tuesday the Scotties hosted
eighth seeded Kenyon (0-1- 5) in a
game that was won by Wooster
before it started. The final score
was 62-3- 2.
Wooster traveled to Malone with
a 15-- 4 record with two losses to
Denison. one to Defiance and one to
Malone earlier in the season. Malone
Lady Pioneers were 24-- 2 and had
beaten Wooster by 30 points in their
last confrontation, but were not
going to get away so easily this
time. Although the Scotties were-dow-n
early on at the hands of
Malone's awesome center 61" Glo-
ria Blanks who had 11 of the Lady
Pioneers first 13 points, they came
back quickly and at the midpoint of
the first half trailed by one, 19-1- 8.
The first half ended with Ma-
lone's 6'0" forward Debbie Grant
picking up three buckets inside to
give Malone a 25-2- 0 lead at half,
Wooster's' impressive first half
showing was highlighted offensive-
ly by Pain Chapman with six points
from outside with 56" guard Amy
Smith who drove on a much taller
Malone team for eight first half
points. Defensively, the Scotties
had kept a team that averages 83.5
I points a game down to only zs first
starting center and leading scorer
Kris Leslie who sat out much of the
first half in foul trouble.
The second half belonged to
Grant and Banks of Malone. No
matter how tough and intense the
Scotties played they couldn't stop
those two ladies down low, who
together scored 28 points in the
second half. Darlene Kemp and
Maribeth Bentler led the Scotties
scoring in the second half, Darlene
with six points and MB with nine.
The Scotties lost the game 65-4- 6,
but looked good. They outrebound- -
ed Malone 45 to 41 and had 13 steals
compared to the Lady-Pionee- rs'
two. The Scotties probably played
their best game of the season
against their toughest opponent
The Bluffton Beavers came to
Wooster last week with . a 7-- 9
record. They had good sixe and
were well coached by Wooster
graduate Kim Fisher. The key to
the Scotties 67-5-1 win was three
fold. First there was great play
from bench players Michelle Pen-s- yl
and Barb Davis. Michelle had
15 points in thecontest hitting 6 of 9,
Barb had 8 points all in. the first
half and also had two steals. A
second key factor was strong play
by Bentler whose 11 rebound took
her over a seasonal record giving
her 225 rebounds this year. MB
also was a high 'scorer with 18
points. Many of M.B.'s points can
be attributed to the third reason for
Wooster's victory. Darlene Kemp
had 16 assists in the game setting a
new Wooster game record and also,
a regular season record of 109. The
Scotties on the whole had eight
steals and Only 20 turnovers and
the victory was a. good ending for
the regular season. ...
- Wooster entered the CAC tourna-
ment having to play a home game
last-Tuesda- y against ' last seeded
Kenyon. a team-- that hadnt won
game all season. Although the win
was inevitable for Wooster, there
was the danger of this game hurt-
ing the Scotties attitude. The Scot
'ties needed to play well-disciplin- ed
ball in order to prepare them for
future tough tournament play. They
did this using the whole team. The
starters came out and ran up an
early substantial lead. Leslie hit
five baskets in five attempts and
Chapman added six early points
and then Coach Nichols introduced
the non-starte- rs into the game. Twojuniors, two sophomores, and five
freshmen, some of whom had seen
little playing time, during the regu-
lar season, came out and showed'
why the starting Scotties were so
good. They bad to be.
Sophomore Betsy Deeter ham'
pered by injury and illness this
season showed that she is now back
on the track with 12 points and
seven rebounds. Freshman guard
Laurie Potter in the second half
had connected with her teammates
for four assists. Barb Davis, a
frequently used freshman forward,
was strong on the defensive boards
with six rebounds. With all Of
Coach Nichols' players seeing ac-
tion in the game there were only 17
turnovers and there were 18 as
sists, and no matter what combine- -
tion of players were out there for
the Scotties the teamwork was
superb.
The Scotties future is not alto
gether known right now. They trav-
el to Ohio Wesleyan to meet Mu-
skingum tonight at 8 p.m. in a CAC
semi-fin- al game. The last meeting
of these teams went in favor of
Wooster by the slim margin of Just
seven points, 62-5-5. Muskingum is a
very aggressive team. With a win
againstMuskingum Wooster would
end up facing either Ohio Wesleyan
or Denison who will also meet
against each other tonight Denison
beat Ohio Wesleyan in overtime in
their regular season meeting and
so the game is up for grabs.
With a good showing in the tour-
nament our Scotties have a very
good chance of being one of the 32
teams invited to play the NCAA
Division m nationally champion-snip-s.
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Men's Track
Outstanding
In Meet
BY DAVID C. COMSTOCK
; While most Wooster students
were dancing at Ichabod's, watch-
ing a movie at Mateer, of attending
various parties around campus last
' Friday evening, the men's track
team was competing at Kenyon
College, running in preparation for
OAC championships which are two
weeks away.
This meet which was a non-scori-ng
event was a triangular
mm xcBiuriiig ikcuvu, uvcruo,
and Wooster. It was also the men's
fifth meet of the season.
This meet saw many outstanding
performances. The Fighting Scots
captured nine firsts, three seconds,
and three thirds. Leading the way
for the Scots were senior Earl Wise
and junior Bill Jackson. Wise cap-
tured first in the 300 yard dash with .
a time of 38.65 seconds, and first in
the pole vault with a heighth of
U'6."
Jackson turned in a hard-pace- d
mile time of 4:24.37, good for a first
place. He also captured first in the
800 meter run with a time of 1:59.1.
Al Jaeobson and Tony Benson
managed to capture two places
each.- - Jaeobson took first in the
1,000 yard run with a time of
2:45.02, while placing second in the
500 yard dash. . Benson sprinted
easily through the prelims of the 60
yard dash to capture first in the
finals with a time of 6.77 seconds.
He also took second in the 300. -
Wise, Jackson,-Benson- , and Ja-
eobson also teamed up to gain a
victory in the mile relay with a
time of three minutes, 39 seconds.
Freshman Jeff Jones also had an
tiwiimt tiM.1 tt Aan(n i Tama aa
first in th SO ward hlffh --hnrrilM
with a tie of 8.55 seconds. He
rounded out the evening with a
second In the 200 yard intermediate
hurdles, and a third In the long
Jump. ,V
Also helping the Scots were jun-
ior Jamie Engler who placed third
in the 60 yard dash. Engler and
Dennis also combined with team-
mates Benson and Wise to win the
800 - meter relay
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Scots Finish Regular Season
12-1-2, 7--6 In Conference
By PETE BOTTI
As is typical with the Scots'
games, they played down to the
wire in both of them this past week.
They were edged in overtime by
Marietta 61-5-9 but regained their
winning form they won 7 of their
last 10 games wrapping up their
regular season schedule by narrow-
ly escaping Otterbein 72-6- 8. The
Scots finished at an even 12-1-2 and
7-- 6 in the OAC.
On Feburary 19, after a setback
against Marietta, The Scots were
looking to cap off their season on a
winning note, but it would not be
easy against the Cardinals of Otter-
bein, who entered the contest with
a 8-1- 4 (5-- 8) record. However, their
record was deceptive because they
not only played a difficult schedule
with Division n schools, but also
had Ron Stewart, the leading scor-
er in Division III (31.3).
The Scots were therefore con-
fronted with the task of keeping
Stewart below his superior point
production. Subsequently, the Scots .
applied a man defense on the
Cardinals, with Alan Wentz, and
Mike Sheridan sharing individual
duties on Stewart most of the
game. This strategy proved to be
successful, as they limited Stewart
to 24 points.
"Alan Wentz and Mike Sheridan
really did a fine job against Stew-
art Eight of his points came as a
result of something other than our
defense (a steal, offensive rebound,
couple of breakaways)," said
Coach Brown.
The game was nip-and-tu-ck most
of the way with the Scots leading
throughout by as many as seven
points. Wooster led 31-2- 8 at half.
Otterbein managed to pull ahead
only once in the game.
In the first half. Wooster shot 46
percent, compared to Otterbein's 37
percent, while in the second half,
the Scots improved their field goal
shooting to 59 percent, bettering the
Cards' 45 percent shooting. Woos-ter- 's
field goal shooting for the
night was 52 percent, while Otter-
bein's was 41 percent. At the penal'
ty stripe, Wooster shot 69 percent
for the game. Otterbein sank 75
percent of their tosses.
"We got excellent support from
the bench in Mike Sheridan and
Eric Short," said Brown. Indeed,
the Scots did receive good support
from Short and Sheridan, as they
contributed 10 and eight points,
respectively. In addition to the
good performances from the substi-
tutes, the starters played well.
Chris Thomas, the only senior on
the squad, finished his last game
with 20 points and six rebounds.
.Jesse Smith added 15 points and
grabbed 7 rebounds. As usual, Ron
Beal made his presence felt, scor-
ing 11 points and hauling down 7
rebounds. "Ron did well offensive-
ly. He got his seven rebounds
because he was active and blocked
out well," said Brown, referring to
his reliable starter.
With Wooster up 69-6-4 with 24
seconds remaining, Otterbein then
proceeded to trim the deficit to 69-6- 8
on a two shot foul and a jump
shot However, the Cards were
penalized for a two-sh- ot bench tech-
nical for calling a time-o-ut without
any remaining with two seconds
left Beal converted on one of the
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two foul shots, and Chris Thomas
made a lay-u- p at the buzzer to
secure a 72-6- 8 victory.
On Wednesday, February 16, hav-
ing beaten nationally ranked Mu-
skingum the previous game, the
Scots hosted the Marietta Pioneers.
From the outset of the game,
Scots did not play to their full
potential, as they seemed to be in
the lethargic state.
-
"We played tired, without zest;
we were mentally a step behind
them," said Brown.
Throughout most of the game,
especially in the first half, the
Scots played a sloppy game. Mar-
ietta played agressively on defense,
and forced a lot of Wooster turn-
overs in the first half. The Scots
turned the ball over 10 times, while
Marietta only turned it --over
once. With their turnover and their
poor field goal shooting they shot
38 percent in the first half
Wooster was just fortunate enough
to atm be in the game at halftime
30-2-5.
Two main reasons why the Scots
remained dose at half were their
domination of the boards they
outre bounded Marietta 21-1- 1
the Pioneer's mediocre 41 percent
field goal shooting. Smith and
Thomas combined to score 13 of
Wooster's total 25 first half points.
Smith, who. also grabbed six of his
game-hig-h 9 rebounds in the half,
cashed in on 6 points in the first
half. Thomas scored 7 points in the
first half.
In the second half, the Scots were
revived by the performances of
Beal. Short and Smith. Jesse Smith
provided most other Scots' points,
scoring 12 of his 18 points. Beal
scored 10 of his . 14 points. Eric
Short. Mister Dependable off the
bench, added 8 of his 10 points.
Subsequently, Wooster increased
their shooting accuracy, as they
bettered their first half percentage
53-3-8. With 5:10 remaining, the
Scots took the lead at 49-4- 8 on a
layup by Smith.
Just as quickly, the momentum
changed; Marietta took command of --
the lead at 53--49 with 4:02 remain-
ing on two layups. Once again, the
Scots got right back Into it tyingthe score at 53-5-3 with a followup
shot by Short Marietta then hit ajump shot to lead again at 55-5-3,
but the Scots were able to escape a
near disaster when Chris Thomas
blocked a Marietta shot off of a fast
break that could have put the game
away. But Beal picked up the
ball, and fed it to Short, who tied
the score with a layup at 55 with
:40 left The game then went into
overtime.
Wooster first gained possession of
the ball in overtime, but forced
their shots and missed. Marietta
then made two shots to gain the
lead at 59-5- 5. However, the Scots
notched the score again at 59-5- 9 on
a layup by Thomas with 1:07 left to
play. At this stage of the game.
Marietta held possession of the ball
for a possible last shot However,
Wooster fouled Marietta's Clark,
the leading free-thro- w shooter in
the OAC. This proved to be a big
mistake, as Clark calmly sank both
shots to give the pioneers the lead
at 61-5- 9. The Scots had a chance to
tie it up. but a corner shot fell short
with 3 seconds left
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